In this paper the analysis of gray level corner detection has been carried out. Performances of various cornerness measures are discussed with respect to four performances of robustness: detection, localization, stability and complexity. We have analyzed the interior dierential features of the image surface of these cornerness measures. This paper presents a new approach called gradient-direction corner detector for the corner detection which is developed from the popular Plessey corner detection. The gradient-direction corner detector is based on the measure of the gradient module of the image gradient direction and the constraints of the false corner response suppression. Ó
Introduction
In this paper, the term gray level corner denotes the gray-level transitions in a suciently large area around the prominent point of the gray level corner. This gray level corner point is usually de®ned as the point of maximal planar curvature in the line of the steepest gray-level slope (Rohr, 1992; Guiducci, 1988) . Corner detection can simply mean to detect and localize this prominent point or can, in addition, include the determination of inherent attributes. In the scale space, each line pattern describing the corner location either persists, terminates or merges with a neighboring pattern. Moreover, new additional line patterns will not be introduced by smoothing (Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992) .
There are mainly two categories of gray level corner detections, namely, template based corner detection and geometry based corner detection. Four performances of robustness must be addressed by all of the corner detections to compare their advantages and shortcomings. · Detection. The corner detection should detect even the very subtle corners, with ignoring noise eects. · Localization. The corners should be detected as close as possible to their true locations. · Stability. The detected position of a corner should not move when multiple images are acquired of the same scene.
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· Complexity. The reduced algorithm complexity contribute to more automation process and faster implementation.
We have de®ned several cornerness measure in the gray level images and implement corner detectors based on these measures.
Template based corner detection
Template based corner detection involves determining the similarity, or correlation, between a given template size n Â n and all sub-windows of size n Â n in a given image (Singh and Shneier, 1990) .
We assume that the template is square, n 2k 1. Let p iYj and q iYj represent the iY j element of the template and the image . In the template we de®ne the mean a and the variance r and in a window n Â n centered at the iY j pixel of the image the mean b and the variance r iYj . Then a generalized correlation between the image and the template at the iY j pixel can be de®ned as
This algorithm has been implemented as follows: ®rst we generate eight masks by rotating the masks in steps of pa4, then obtain the cornerness measure at a pixel by computing the appropriate correlation measure with each of the eight masks and ®nally select the maximum value as the detected corners.
Unfortunately it is impossible to design the templates which can cover all orientations and corner angles. Thus, the error is inevitable because of the complicated structure of the corners.
Geometry based corner detection
Geometry based corner detection relies on measuring the dierential geometry features of corner points. The methods can be divided into three ways: edge-related corner detection, topology corner detection and auto-correlation corner detection.
Edge-related corner detection
Edge-related corner detection considers the corner point as the junction of two or more edge lines. So that the corner point becomes the additional feature of edge point.
The approaches can be done by two ways. One approach treats it as the two stage processes of edge detection and edge grouping followed by digital curve representation. The corner points can be found as follows: · Extract edges as a chain code, then search for points having maximal curvature estimated by using pixel coordinates of the chain code (Cooper et al., 1993) , the partial derivatives of the image sxY y with respect to x and y (Ponce and Brady, 1985) . · Extract edges as a chain code, perform a polygonal approximation on the chains and then search for the line segment intersections (Hsin-Teng and Hu, 1996) . · Use Mathematical Morphology to extract the convex and concave points from the edge points (Alison Noble, 1989; Lin et al., 1998) .
The other approach makes the use of the dierential geometry operators from the standpoint of edge detector performance. The cornerness measures are expressed as a function of the edge-strength (which is a function of the intensity gradient) and the gradient of edge-direction. Kitchen and Rosenfeld (1982) proposed a cornerness measure based on the change of gradient direction along an edge contour multiplied by the local gradient magnitude. Denote s x osaox and s y osaoy as the ®rst-order gradient multiple images and s xx o 2 saox 2 , s xy o 2 saoxy and s yy o 2 saoy 2 as the second-order gradient multiple images, the gradient direction of hxY y at any point xY y is tan h s y as x . The cornerness measure is de®ned as follows: The local maximum of this measure isolated corners using a non-maximum suppression applied on the gradient magnitude before its multiplication with the curvature. Some properties of the Kitchen and Rosenfeld corner detector: · Only the negative minimum of the cornerness measure exists. · The corner detector is sensitive to the noise eects. Even worse, it falsely detect the edge points on which one principal curvature is large and the other principal curvature's magnitude¯uctuates signi®cantly with noise. · Due to the rounding eect, the detected corner points are not well localized near the corners, especially when the edge near the corner is blurred. · The corner detector does not detect consistently the same corner points from one image to the next and thus it is instable. · The corner detector algorithm only needs to decide the thresholding value. · The corner detector algorithm requires w 2 5x 2 10 operations where the image is w by w and the neighborhood of the gradient operators is x 2 . Wang and Brady (1995) proposed a corner detection algorithm based on the measurement of surface curvature. Let the image be sxY y, the gradient vector rs s x Y s y , the edge normal n rsajrsj and the edge tangential t, the Laplacian image r 2 s s xx s yy , the total curvature j of the image surface is de®ned to be
The equation above means that the total curvature proportional to the second derivative along the edge tangential t and is inversely proportional to the edge strength. Using the false response suppression, the cornerness measure becomes
Suppose that the corner points are also edge points, the cornerness measure simply is
The Wang and Brady corner detector simpli®es the cornerness measure thus it can be used in real-time corner detection for motion estimation. The thresholding value and the parameter for the false corner response suppression need to be decided and the algorithm only requires w 2 4x 2 2 operations where the image is w by w and the neighborhood of the gradient operators is x 2 . The performance of Wang corner detection can well satisfy the requirement of the real-time algorithm.
Topology corner detection
Topology corner detection considers corner point as the interior geometric feature point in the image surface. It work directly on a gray-level image. These corner detectors are based on the measurement of the topological feature of dierential geometry of corner in the image surface. Beaudet (1978) proposed a rotationally invariant measure which derived from the Hessian Matrix H, second-order Taylor expression of intensity surface D det r s xx s xy s xy s yy X 5
The corner detection is based on the thresholding of the maximum of this cornerness measure. Some properties of the Beaudet corner detector: · The zero of the derivative of the measure of cornerness include two kinds of points: positive maximums and negative minimums. · There are falsely detected negative minimums in the straight oblique line, especially when the edge is strong and noise-eected. · The positive maximum of Beaudet corner detector can well detect the corner point, but they are some sensitive to noise. · The positive maximum of Beaudet corner detector does not correctly locate the corner point, they are not stable in the scale space. · The corner detector provides a local maximum in all directions and hence it is quite stable. · The corner detector algorithm only needs to decide the thresholding value. · The corner detector algorithm requires w 2 3x 2 2 operations where the image is w by w and the neighborhood of the gradient operators is x 2 . Deriche and Giraudon (1993) developed the algorithm above by making use of two important properties of the corner: · The well-known property that the Laplacian image is zero at the exact position of the corners. · In the scale space the positive maximum of Beaudet detector moves along the bisector line of the corner. The implementation of the Deriche corner detection is summarized here: 1. A Laplacian image is calculated. 2. Beaudet detections at several scales (r 1, r 1X5 and r 2 are used) are calculated and a positivemaximum detection in all directions is performed. Around each detected positive maximum in the image corresponding to the ®rst scale, look in the next scaled image for the position of the corresponding maximum, then link to the position of the last maximum in scaled image. 3. Once these maximums are detected, look for the exact position of the corner as the point on the line segment joining the corner position in ®rst scaled image and the corner position in last scaled image where a zero-crossing occurs in the Laplacian image. Some properties of the Deriche corner detector: · It is not clear whether sensitivity to noise and reliability of detection is improved. · Almost all features can be well detected and localized in each image. · The corner detector is unstable. · The corner detector algorithm needs to decide the Gaussian scales, the thresholding values for each scaled images and the window size to link the corresponding maximums in the scaled image ± so complicated. · The corner detector algorithm requires w 2 3p 2x 2 p 1n 2 pm 2 operations where the image is w by w, the neighborhood of the gradient operators is x 2 , the number of the Gaussian convolutions is p and the Gaussian window is n 2 and the link window is m 2 ± so time-consuming.
Auto-correlation corner detection
Moravec (1977) proposed a corner detector which functions by considering a local window in the image, and determining the average changes of intensity which result from shifting the window by a small amount in various directions. A corner can be detected by ®nding when the minimum change produced by any of the shift is larger than a thresholding value. Denoting the image intensities by s, the change i produced by a shift xY y is given by and Ox 2 Y y 2 represents higher order properties. is de®ned as the Gaussian function for a smooth circular window. This cornerness measure is also referred to as the Plessey Corner Detector.
Let a and b be the eigenvalues of w, a and b will be proportional to the principal curvatures, and form a rotational invariant description of w. When and only when both curvatures are larger than some thresholding values which means the shifts in any direction will leads to signi®cantly change in i, a corner is indicated in the image.
The cornerness measure is de®ned as
u is a constant variable which varies with dierent dierentiation masks and dierent Gaussian convolution. Some properties of the Plessey corner detector: · The corner operator is the best behaved with respect to detection, however it has a poor localization performance. · The corner detector is instable because of the application of constant-variable false corner response suppression. · The corner detector algorithm needs to decide the thresholding value, the Gaussian scale value and the variable u Plessey for the false corner response suppression. · The corner detector algorithm requires w 2 2x 2 3n 2 7 operations where the image is w by w, the neighborhood of the gradient operators is x 2 and the Gaussian window is n 2 .
The new corner detector
First we analyze the Plessey cornerness measure DxY y g 1 xY y À ug 2 xY y. Let gxY y to represent the Gaussian weighted coecient at the location (x, y) within the image window, that is, gxY y 1 2pr 2 e x 2 y 2 a2r 2 X Then the Plessey cornerness measure can be expressed as follows:
Note the following equalities: So that we can de®ne the above cornerness measure as the new corner detector.
The most important improvement of the new corner detector is that it decreases the complexity greatly. Instead of calculating the three Gaussian smoothed gradient-multiple images. Only two second-order gradient-multiple images are required. The speed of the new corner detector is faster than the Plessey corner detector when the neighborhood of the second-order gradient operator is not bigger than that of the Gaussian convolution.
In the implementation we have used a parameter function uxY y instead of the constant variable u in the false corner response suppression (Wang and Brady, 1995) . The parameter function uxY y is de®ned as the convolution of the Gaussian operator qrY xY y with the original cornerness measure. We have known that when u is a constant variable, u must vary with dierent dierentiation masks and dierent Gaussian convolution which means it causes the corner detector to be instable and thus not suitable to the automation process. While use usage of uxY y increases the application scope to satisfy changing image surface and removes the man-made eect on the choice of parameter value of u to balance the detection and localization performance of corner detection. The usage of uxY y increases the detection and localization performance but slightly adds the complexity.
In all, the cornerness measure of the new corner detector is de®ned as follows:
DxY y s 5. Output all local maximum of DxY y, above a given threshold, as the locations of the detected corner points.
Some properties of the new corner detector
· The performance of gradient-direction corner detection is slightly inferior to that of the Plessey detector but the performance of localization is better than that of the Plessey detector ± balance between the performance of detection and the localization. · The corner detector is instable because of the application of constant-variable false corner response suppression. · The corner detector algorithm needs to decide the thresholding value and the variable u Plessey for the false corner response suppression ± one less parameter than the Plessey corner detector. · The corner detector algorithm only requires w 2 4x 2 8 operations where the image is w by w, the neighborhood of the gradient operators is x 2 ± simpler than the Plessey corner detector.
Dierential geometry feature
We have employed the dierential geometry to analyze the image surface, and applied to explain the cornerness measure.
Let the image by sxY y, n rsajrsj be the edge normal and t be the edge tangential, we have 
X
So that the Kitchen's cornerness measure can be rewritten as
which means that the Kitchen's cornerness measure is explicit representation for the second directional derivative in the direction orthogonal to the edge gradient. The Wang's cornerness measure is as follows:
In all, the edge-related cornerness measure can be synthesized as the following form:
Denote the gradient direction of hxY y at any point xY y is given by This inequality gives us a clue of how the gradient-direction corner detector works. In fact, the ®rst term of the above equation measures gradient module of the image gradient direction and the gradient magnitude while the second term of equation provides a measure of the gradient magnitude. The dierence of these two terms cancels the false corner response, and leave a clean corner response. Hence the aim of the corner detection is reduced to look for the maximum whenever the above inequality is found. We exclude the constraint of false corner response suppression, the cornerness measure of new corner detector can be expressed as follows: which means that the cornerness measure of new corner detector is simplify the gradient module of the image gradient direction. Thus we call it the gradient-direction corner detection. So that the gradient-direction cornerness is simply that: based on the measure of the gradient module of the image gradient direction, make the constraint of the false corner response suppression to make a clear corner response.
Experiments
In this section, we give some experimental results obtained by running some corner detectors on the corner models, synthetic and real images. 
Results on corner models
In order to compare the performance of detection, we have performed a statistical analysis on the corner detection. We have considered 100 noisy 90°and 45°corner models corresponding to ®ve dierent white noise levels (0%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20%) to ®nd out the average detected corner points. From Tables 1 and  2 we can make the conclusion that the new corner detector has a fair detection performance, stable in the most conditions (above 85%).
In order to compare the performance of localization, we have performed the Gaussian convolution with the original images before the corner detection to ®ve dierent Gaussian scales (0, 1, 2, 5, 10). From Tables 3 and 4 we can make the conclusion that the new corner detector has a better localization performance than the Plessey detector, and more stable. Table 3 Corner coordinate for the Gaussian scaled 90°corner model (the table show that the gradient-direction detector has better localization performance than the Plessey detector) Fig. 1 . The results of corner operator to noisy synthetic image. (Kitchen detector falsely detects points in the noisy line and fails to detect vertexes in the polygon. Beaudet detector fails to detect one vertex at the right bottom. So does Deriche detector. Plessey detector falsely detects noisy edge points and fails to detect one vertex in the polygon. Only the gradient-direction detector has well detected and positioned all the features.) Fig. 2 . The results of corner operator to outdoor scene. (Kitchen detector fails to detect some weak corners. Beaudet detector falsely response to the noise too much. The performance of Plessey detector and the gradient-direction detector are better than the others. The gradient-direction detector detects even more subtle corner points with accurate locations than Plessey detector.)
Results on synthetic and real images
To illustrate the eciency of the gradient-direction corner detector on the synthetic image, Fig. 1 shows an example of the promising results we have obtained by running some corner detectors on a synthetic image. The results show that the new corner detector keeps the best balance between the performance of detection and localization.
To illustrate the eciency of the gradient-direction detector on the real image, Fig. 2 shows an example of the promising results we have obtained by running some corner detectors on the real images. The results of the gradient-direction detector are very stable and suggest that the matching process will be much easier and more reliable using these feature.
Discussion
We have proposed a new approach called gradient-direction corner detector. Based on the measure of the gradient module of the image gradient direction, it simply imposes the constraint of the partial variable false corner response suppression to obtain a clear corner response. The proposed approach has been tested on both synthetic and real images with compare to the other corner detectors. The performance of some corner detectors are summarized here · Kitchen corner detector. The performance is not desirable. The experiments show that it cannot distinguish the corner points from the noisy edge points, which means it cannot meet the requirement of corner detection. · Beaudet corner detector. The Beaudet corner detector is more sensitive to the noise eect than the others.
However it can correctly detect the corner points even in the case of large Gaussian convolution, more stronger than the others. It is quite stable because it provides local maximums in all directions. And more important, it is the simplest corner detector of all. But unfortunately, the experiments show that the performance is not as good as expected, mainly because of the complexity of the corner structure in the real image. · Plessey corner detector. The Plessey corner detector has the best performance of detection, but the performance of localization is not good enough, particularly in the case of large Gaussian convolution. Even more the application of constant-variable false corner response suppression causes it to be unstable. · Gradient-direction corner detector. The gradient-direction corner detector is comparable with the Plessey corner detector with respect to the performances of detection but it has better performance of localization, particularly in the case of large Gaussian convolution. Even more it require fewer intensive Gaussian convolution than the Plessey corner detector, hence reduces the complexity. Moreover, it imposes the constraints of partial-variable false corner response suppression, hence improves the stability. We conclude that the gradient-direction corner detector is most suitable for the corner detection, mostly with application in real-time image processing.
